Abstract. We define a boolean complete description logic dialect called DLFDreg that can be used to reason about structural equality in semistructured ordered data in the presence of document type definitions. This application depends on the novel ability of DLFDreg to express functional dependencies over sets of possibly infinite feature paths defined by regular languages. We also present a decision procedure for the associated logical implication problem. The procedure underlies a mapping of such problems to satisfiability problems of Datalog ∨,¬ nS and in turn to the Ackermann case of the decision problem.
Introduction
Equality is a fundamental notion in any interaction with data, and the need to reason about equality during query optimization and evaluation is unavoidable in any practical data model and query language. Although the problem of reasoning about equality has been studied extensively for relational and object oriented data models, this is not the case for the more recent semistructured ordered models and query languages such as XML and XQuery. With XML in particular, there are three notions of equality that have surfaced in the literature. Label equality, based on equality of strings denoting element tags, and node equality, based on node identity, are two of these notions that have simple and efficient implementations. Structural equality between arbitrary ordered forests representing XML documents is a third and much more costly variant of equality. Structural equality, however, is the basis for comparing XML values in the XQuery language [5] . In particular, structural equality is heavily used by where clauses in FLWR expressions, by duplicate elimination operators, etc.
Example 1 Consider the following XQuery expression that constructs the names of employees who have received mail:
for x in doc(personnel)//emp, y in doc(shipping)//received/emp where x=y return x/name
The detection of matching employee subdocuments in the where clause requires, according to the XQuery specification, a potentially expensive structural equality comparison [5] . However, knowing that employee documents are structurally equal if they have the same employee number (a fixed, and presumably small part of the employee subdocument) would enable this test to be replaced by an efficient test for node equality on respective employee number subdocuments.
This optimization depends on our ability to specify and reason about equality and, in particular, about an extended notion of functional dependencies that hold in XML documents. Note that detection of duplicate employee subdocuments and several other XQuery operations based on structural equality can similarly benefit from these additional reasoning capabilities.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to reasoning about structural equality in XML documents. The proposed approach is indirect; we begin by defining a boolean complete dialect of a description logic, DLFD reg . This dialect has the crucial ability to reason about implied structural equality using regular path functional dependencies. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
-We introduce the notions of regular restrictions and of regular path functional dependencies, based on regular sets of feature path descriptions, in the context of a boolean complete description logic; -We provide a sound and complete reasoning procedure for DLFD reg , including tight complexity bounds for the associated implication problem; and -We show a link between reasoning in this logic and reasoning about structural equality in XML documents.
The ability to formulate implication problems using path functional dependencies has a number of important applications in query optimization. In particular, the correctness of a number of query rewrite rules that relate to duplicate elimination [23] , to sort operator elimination [31] , and to a variety of other optimizations [29, 33] can be usefully abstracted as logical implication problems. Similar results can be obtained in the XML/XQuery setting using the regular path functional dependencies proposed in this paper.
Related Work and Outline
There is a growing body of work on integrity constraints that have been proposed in the literature to restrict the structure of XML documents. In particular, constraints that resemble a form of keys and functional constraints have been considered in [2, 3, 8, 17] . However, there still remains the problem of reasoning about arbitrary structural equality between (sub)documents with unstructured components.
As stated above, this issue of structural equality is the focus of this paper and is considered in the context of the description logic DLFD reg . Of particular significance is that our results compliment earlier work by Calvanese et al. [9] that was first to propose the use of a DL to reason about document type definitions (or DTDs). In particular, they considered the problem of comparing DTDs to determine various inclusion relationships.
In [23, 24] we considered a very simple DL dialect that included an "fd" concept constructor for capturing path functional dependencies [7, 33] . The implication problem for this dialect was complete for DEXPTIME despite the fact that it did not allow defined concepts in terminologies. This result was obtained by comparing the problem to the recognition problem for Datalog nS .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the syntax and semantics for DLFR, and introduces Datalog ∨,¬ nS . Section 3 studies the complexity associated with reasoning in DLFD reg ; Subsection 3.1 shows DEXPTIME hardness for a fragment of DLFD reg , then Subsections 3.2 and 3.3 present DEXPTIME decision procedure for DLFD reg . Section 4 outlines how DLFD reg can be used to reason about structural equality in XML. We conclude with a summary and a list of conjectures and open questions in Section 5.
Definitions
Apart from concepts, which are descriptions of sets, description logics that derive from ALC [30] , such as SHIQ [20] and DLR [11] , start with descriptions of relations as basic building blocks. Binary relations are a particular focus and are called roles. The description logic DLFD reg introduced in this section takes an alternative approach that starts by augmenting concepts with the notion of attributes (or features). Attributes correspond to unary functions on an underlying object domain. This approach has several advantages. First, the decidability and complexity of logical implication for DLFD reg is closely related to reasoning in Datalog ∨,¬ nS , a logic programming language of monadic predicates and functions [12, 13] . Second, the use of Datalog ∨,¬ nS provides a uniform framework in which we can study various extensions of DLFD reg , how roles can be simulated by attributes for example. And third, the connection to logic programming provides a rich set of efficient implementation techniques [14, 16] .
The syntax and semantics of DLF reg and DLFD reg is given by the following.
Definition 2 (Regular Path Expression Sets) Let F be a set of attributes.
A regular path expression is defined by the grammar 
An inclusion dependency C is an expression of the form D E.
The semantics of expressions is given with respect to a structure (∆, · I ), where ∆ is a domain of "objects", and (.)
I
an interpretation function that fixes the interpretations of primitive concepts to be subsets of ∆ and attributes to be total functions over ∆. The interpretation is extended to path expressions, (Id
) I = λx.x and (f. Pf) I = (Pf) I • (f ) I ,
and to derived concept descriptions, cf. Figure 3.
An interpretation satisfies an inclusion dependency
A terminology T consists of a finite set of inclusion dependencies
The logical implication problem asks if T |= C holds; that is, if all interpretations that satisfy each constraint in T must also satisfy C (the posed question).

Notation 4
We simplify the notation for path expressions in the rest of the paper by omitting the trailing Id, and also allow a syntactic composition Pf 1 . Pf 2 of path expressions that stands for their concatenation. 
Definition 5 (Datalog
, if Π ∪ {¬q} is not satisfiable).
The unary function symbols are drawn from the same alphabet F used for primitive attributes. Thus the path expressions in DLFD reg and terms in Datalog 
Notation 6 Pf(t) denotes a Datalog
It is known that a Datalog ∨,¬ nS program has a model if and only if it has a Herbrand model [12, 13, 27] ; this allows the use of syntactic techniques for model construction. To establish the complexity bounds we use the following result for the satisfiability of Datalog ∨,¬ nS programs [13, 18] . 
Proposition 7 The complexity of satisfiability for Datalog
DLF reg : Lower Bounds
We first show that every Datalog nS recognition problem can be simulated by a DLF reg implication problem.
Definition 8 Let Π be a Datalog nS program and P (Pf(0)) a ground atom (a goal). We construct an implication problem for DLF reg as follows: a terminology from clauses in Π,
T Π = { ∀ Pf 1 .Q 1 . . . ∀ Pf k .Q k ∀ Pf .P : P (Pf(x)) ← Q 1 (Pf 1 (x)), . . . , Q k (Pf k (x)) ∈ Π },
and the posed question from ground facts in
where, assuming
Theorem 9 Let Π be a Datalog nS program and G a goal. Then
The lower complexity bound then follows from [13, 18] .
Corollary 10
The implication problem for DLF reg is DEXPTIME hard; this remains true for the fragment of DLF reg in which all concept constructors are conjunctions and restrictions of the form "∀f.D".
This complements the hardness result for path functional dependencies [24] : while that result was obtained in a class-free setting, here we need multiple class labels. Note that the complexity is inherently connected with a ∀f.D construct. Without it, the problem reduces to propositional satisfiability which is NP-complete.
A Decision Procedure for DLF reg
We now consider the other direction: can DLF reg in turn be (naturally) simulated by Datalog 
Intuitively, the atomic formula N A,ϕ (t) is true for a term t if and only if there is Pf ∈ L(A) such that ϕ(Pf(t)) is true (L(A) is the language generated by G from the nonterminal A). Note that it is essential to use the minimal model semantics to define N A,ϕ (x). However, the rules that define the atoms associated with G's nonterminal symbols are Datalog nS rules and thus a unique minimal model exists and can be equivalently defined by an explicit least fixpoint formula 2 . The second step encodes the structural properties of DLF reg as Datalog 
where S is the start symbol in the grammar for L.
1 A grammar is right regular iff each production is of the form A → Id, A → a or A → bB, where A and B are nonterminal symbols and a and b are terminal symbols. It is well known that such a grammar exists for any regular expression [19] . 2 This fact guarantees total models for the theories in this paper and avoids difficulties connected with unfounded recursion in general Datalog ∨,¬ nS programs. For a comprehensive survey of semantics for disjunctive logic programs see [15, 26, 28] . A thorough exploration of that subject for Datalog ∨,¬ nS is beyond the scope of this paper.
The set Π DLFreg captures the structural relationships between DLF reg concepts. Although the set is infinite in general, the set of concepts and regular path expressions appearing in a particular implication problem, T |= C, is finite. Hence, one can restrict the set of assertions in Π DLFreg to a finite subset Π T ,C DLFreg that contains only predicates that define concepts and regular grammars in T ∪ {C}. In the following, we omit the superscripts whenever clear from the context.
The translation of the inclusion constraints is the final third step in the overall translation of a DLF reg implication problem.
Definition 13 Let T and C ≡ D E be a DLF reg terminology and an inclusion constraint, respectively. We define
The two clauses Π C represent the skolemized version of ¬∀x.P D (x) → P E (x); 0 is the Skolem constant for x. As usual, a model "containing" Π C is a counterexample for C.
Theorem 14 Let T and C be a DLF reg terminology and inclusion dependency, respectively. Then T |= C ⇐⇒
This result shows that DLF reg is essentially an alternative variable-free syntax for (monadic) Datalog ∨,¬ nS . Also, as a consequence we have:
Corollary 15
The implication problem for DLF reg is DEXPTIME-complete.
Adding Regular Functional Dependencies: DLFD reg
We now consider DLFD reg which adds equality generating concepts to DLF reg . In this more general setting, an inclusion dependency that contains such a concept is called a regular path functional dependency (regular PFD). Such dependencies have the form
There are two cases to consider that depend on the structure of C for an arbitrary DLFD reg implication problem T |= C.
Case 1: C is not a regular PFD. In this case, it is straightforward to show that any regular PFDs occurring in T will not interfere with the decision procedure from Section 3.2.
Lemma 16 Let T be the set of inclusion dependencies in a DLFD reg terminology T that are not regular PFDs. Then if T has a model it also has a Herbrand model. A Herbrand model is also a model of T .
3 Note that we are assuming that satisfiability for Datalog ∨,¬ nS is defined with respect to well-founded models.
Thus, the implication problem reduces to the problem in Section 3.2 since, by the above Lemma, the regular PFDs in T do not interfere with the decision procedure.
is a regular PFD. To falsify C, it must be possible to have two objects, one in D 1 and another in D 2 , that satisfy the preconditions of the dependency but that fail to satisfy the conclusion. We therefore construct two copies of the interpretation for the pure DLF reg constraints in T similarly to [21, 33] . However, as Herbrand terms are essentially the same in the two copies, it is sufficient to distinguish them by renaming the predicate symbols [24] . In addition, we need to model the "rules" of equality and their interaction with concept descriptions. The structural rules for DLFD reg are thus defined as follows:
, where Π G and Π B are sets of assertions Π in which every predicate symbol ρ is renamed to a "green" version ρ G and a "blue" version ρ B , respectively.
Definition 17 Let T |= C be a DLFD reg implication problem for which C is the regular PFD
D 1 D 2 : L 1 → L 2 ,
let T be all regular PFDs in T , and let T = T \ T . We define
where S i and S j are the start symbols in the grammars for L i and L j , respectively.
Theorem 18 Let T |= C be a DLFD reg implication problem in which C is a regular PFD. Then T |= C if and only if
And since all DLF reg implication problems are also DLFD reg implication problems, we have:
Corollary 19
The implication problem for DLFD reg is DEXPTIME-complete.
Structural Equality in XML
We now show how to map XML documents to DLFD reg interpretations in a way that enables useful reasoning about the structural equality of arbitrary subdocuments. To begin, it will be useful to have a concise definition of an XML document. Our formulation is based on the common practice of interpreting an XML document or a document collection as an ordered forest of rooted nodelabeled ordered trees. This formulation of XML is very simple with no explicit accounting of node identity, of element, attribute or text node types, or of "don't care" child node order. However, such features can easily be added by additional encoding conventions that relate either to node labeling or to subtree patterns. A text leaf node with CDATA "abc", for example, might be encoded using the label "text:abc". A similar approach can be taken to represent attributes, etc.
Definition 20 (XML Forests and Trees) Let
Reasoning about XML documents in DLFD reg is achieved by mapping ordered forests corresponding to XML documents to DLFD reg interpretations. As in [9] , we encode arbitrary XML forests by binary trees in which the first edge connects parent nodes with their first child and the next edge with their right sibling [25] . However, to be able to reason about structural equality, we add a third label edge connecting a node with its string label. Infinite completions of such tree yields an DLFD reg interpretation. Formally:
Definition 21
Let F ∈ XF be a XML forest. We define an DLFD reg interpretation that represents this forest in two steps.
Let String ⊂ ∆ be the set of all strings. For every document tag <a> we define
a primitive class C a interpreted by (C a ) I = {<a>} ⊂ String.
The tree structure of the XML document is then captured by defining the in-
terpretation for an additional primitive concept C XML , satisfying (C XML ) I ∩ String = ∅, and the interpretation of the primitive features f , n, and l. The interpretation of the primitive concept C XML is defined by simultaneous induction on the structure of F utilizing partial interpretations (C XML ) I F and an auxiliary r F constant (denoting the root of the encoded document F).
-F is an empty forest. Then (C XML ) I F = ∅ and r F is an arbitrary element n ∈ ∆ − String.
-F is a tree XNode(s, F ). Then
In addition, we modify the interpretation of the primitive features asserting that (l)
I (n) = s ∈ String, and (f ) I (n) = r F and set r F = n. 
In addition, we modify the interpretation of the primitive features asserting that (n) I (r ti ) = r ti+1 for 0 < i < k and set r F = r t1 .
Without loss of generality, we assume that feature values not explicitly defined in this construction are roots of complete ternary trees, the nodes of which do not belong to interpretations of primitive concepts defined above. 
Example 23
In Figure 2 , we illustrate an XML fragment together with the DLFD reg interpretation that corresponds to this fragment. Now consider how to express that <eid>s are always integer values and are the first components of <emp>s. This is indirectly accomplished by including the following inclusion dependency in a terminology constraining C emp :
Finally, consider how to express that <eid>s are keys for employee subdocuments. This is also indirectly accomplished by including the following regular path functional dependency in the same terminology:
Observe that this dependency requires no knowledge of the structure of employee subdocuments beyond the fact that an <eid> element is the first child of every such document. Now, as a consequence of Theorem 22, we can replace the structural equality in the where clause of the XQuery in Example 1 by a much more efficient comparison of integer values:
where x=y ⇒ where x/eid/data()=y/eid/data()
In addition the typing constraint above specifies the location of the <eid> component in the XML tree (the first child of <emp>) and the location (first child of <eid>) and structure (integer) of the identifier itself.
The positional nature of specifying structural relationships between elements is essential to reasoning about structural equality. In particular keyword-based functional dependencies (i.e., those based on element tag names) [2, 3] cannot distinguish documents <a>1</a><b>2</b> and <b>2</b><a>1</a>.
Summary
Structural equality is an important performance issue for XML data models and query languages. We have presented a description logic called DLFD reg that can be used for reasoning about structural equality in such models, and have outlined how DLFD reg can be applied in the case of XML and XQuery. This application depends on a more powerful version of an fd concept constructor in DLFD reg that has a novel and essential ability to express functional dependencies over sets of possibly infinite feature paths defined by regular languages. Thus, our work compliments earlier work [9] in which a description logic is used to reason about XML document type definitions. We have also presented a decision procedure for DLFD reg . The procedure is based on mapping implication problems in DLFD reg to satisfaction problems in the logic programming language Datalog ∨,¬ nS . It is worth noting that this can in turn be reduced to the classical decision problem for the Ackermann (∃ * ∀∃ * ) prefix [1] . To establish this final relationship, we can appeal to the results in [22] in which the authors outline a mapping of satisfiability problems for the µ-calculus to a closed disjunctive fixpoint free fragment of the µ-calculus. Note that it is straightforward to map Datalog 
Future Work
There are several avenues of work currently under way that we believe will enhance the results of this paper. In particular, we are exploring the possibility of adapting results in [21] to allow the regular path functional dependencies in DLFD reg to have empty left-hand-sides, a serious possibility in view of the fact that element tags in XML are not (a least apriori) "isa" related. Such constraints can be used to (almost) simulate the incorporation of nominals in a terminology. Another topic we are exploring relates to finite models. Although [21] has shown that any object model with path functional dependencies does not have the finite model property, we believe an acyclicity property that underlies XML document type definitions can be exploited to recover the finite model property for related terminologies.
So how "close to the cliff or the valley" have we come? One of the remaining limitations of DLFD reg is the lack of an ability to define roles that are inverse attributes. This would represent a first opportunity for roles and functional dependencies to interact in DLFD reg . Although the details are beyond the scope of this paper, it is possible to adapt the undecidability result of [10] to show that DLFD reg extended with inverse attributes will render its implication problem undecidable. However, some limited capacity to express inverse roles while ensuring decidability is still very desirable. Syntactic restrictions on regular path functional dependencies along the lines considered in [10] merit particular consideration. Second, the consequences of granting full first-order status to such dependencies are not clear. Indeed, the epistemological significance of either a negated fd or even the disjunction of two fds is unclear. Finally, we plan to investigate more general decidable constraint theories as the basis for path dependencies [4] and to integrate results in [32] that relate to ordering dependencies.
A Adding Roles to DLF reg
Traditionally, description logics allow roles-binary relations between concepts. However, while general Ackermann formulae allow arbitrary arity relations in their matrix, they still require the use of a single universal (∀) quantifier in their prefix. This prevents a direct formulation of the ∀R.D concept since two ∀'s are needed (then adding unary function symbols leads to undecidable theories [6] ).
Therefore we use a less direct formulation by modeling roles in DLFR via attributes. The essential problem is that ∃R.D i concepts can force a single object to be related via a role R to multiple objects satisfying different constraints D i , that, in general, may be disjoint. However, as all concept descriptions are essentially monadic predicates, one can syntactically determine the maximal number of such objects needed for a given implication problem.
Definition 25 (∃-rank) Let T |= C be a DLFR implication problem. The number of distinct occurrences of ∃R.D in T ∪ {C} is denoted Rank(T , C).
Now let T and C be fixed, and ρ and δ 0 , . . . , δ l , where l = Rank(T , C), be function symbols neither in T nor in C. We model a role R by a monadic predicate P R . The fact that (o, o ) ∈ (R) I , for o, o ∈ ∆, is captured by asserting P R (δ i (o)) and o = ρ(δ i (o)) for some 0 ≤ i ≤ l. The new predicates P R (and function symbols δ i and ρ) are constrained to simulate the behavior of the ∀R.D and ∃R.D concepts by the following assertions:
